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iAbstract Linear Proximal Support Vector Machines (LPSVM), like decision trees,
classic SVM, etc. are originally not equipped to handle drifting data streams that
exhibit high and varying degrees of class imbalance. For online classification of data
streams with imbalanced class distribution, we propose an incremental LPSVM ter-
med DCIL-IncLPSVM that has robust learning performance under class imbalance.
In doing so, we simplify a weighted LPSVM, which is computationally not renewable,
as several core matrices multiplying two simple weight coefficients. When data ad-
dition and/or retirement occurs, the proposed DCIL-IncLPSVM accommodates cur-
rent class imbalance by a simple matrix and coefficient updating, meanwhile ensures
no discriminative information lost throughout the learning process. Experiments
on benchmark datasets indicate that the proposed DCIL-IncLPSVM outperforms
batch SVM and LPSVM in terms of F-measure, relative sensitivity and G-mean me-
trics. Moreover, our application to online face membership authentication shows that
the proposed DCIL-IncLPSVM remains effective in the presence of highly dynamic
class imbalance, which usually poses serious problems to classic incremental SVM
(IncSVM) and incremental LPSVM (IncLPSVM).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Class imbalance occurs frequently in datasets from many real-world applications,
such as intrusion detection, medical diagnosis, and web mining etc. (He & Chen,
2008). A great number of researches (Zhou & Liu, 2006; Huang, Yang, King &
Lyu, 2006; Wu & Chang, 2005; Hong, Chen & Harris, 2007) have been conducted
for investigating the impact of class imbalance on supervised machine learning, on
the basis of training a classifier directly from a static set of training data (called
batch learning hereafter). However in the context of data stream mining where data
samples are available at different times, class imbalance learning involves not just
biased class data distribution, but also concept drift, target variable changing over
time in unforeseen ways. It remains as an interesting and demanding research topic
for many supervised learning approaches. This paper addresses the challenge on
classic Linear Proximal Support Vector Machine (LPSVM), and proposes a novel
incremental LPSVM for class imbalance robust data stream mining.
Batch LPSVM (G. Fung & Mangasarian, 2001), similar to classic SVM, has a
default assumption that training samples are distributed evenly among two classes.
In reality, class imbalance is a common phenomenon in training data. One class
known as the majority class may have many more samples than the other class, called
the minority class in the paper. In the presence of imbalanced class distribution, the
separating plane of LPSVM biases easily to the minority class. As a consequence the
classification accuracy of the majority class overwhelms that of the minority class. A
serious class imbalance may even lead to the classifier completely lose its classification
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capability, classifying data samples all into the majority class. wLPSVM (G. M. Fung
& Mangasarian, 2005; Zhuang et al., 2005) has been proposed to solve the class
imbalance problem for batch LPSVM learning, in which the contribution of two
classes are balanced by weights calculated on the basis of class distribution ratio.
Add
Retire
Update
Time
Class ratio
at time ti
Figure 1.1: Demonstration of class imbalance variation in data stream
In data stream environment as shown in Figure 1.1, dynamic class imbalance
occurs in that new data becomes available and old data becomes unwanted conti-
nuously over an indefinite (possibly infinite) lifetime, and the class distribution ratio
(i.e., number of samples in class 1 / number of samples in class 2) might become
high and vary at different time point. Learning from such data stream, incremen-
tal learning algorithm is desirable to pose a capability for dynamic class imbalance
learning (DCIL), i.e. learning from data to adjust itself adaptively to accommodate
varied class imbalances.
1.2 Research Objectives
This work aims to upgrade the wLPSVM for DCIL, the objectives including:
• develop an incremental algorithm which is able to learn continuously from data
streams based on batch wLPSVM;
• the model learned from the developed incremental algorithm should be expli-
citly equals to a batch wLPSVM model on the same accumulated data.
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1.3 Research Contributions
To upgrade the wLPSVM for DCIL, it is required to instantly update the LPSVM
and its weights whenever data addition/retirement occurred. Updating weights for
classic wLPSVM however is a challenge, because weights re-calculation for wLPSVM
involves updating several matrix multiplications as detailed in Chapter 4. This work
proposes a new incremental learning of wLPSVM for DCIL, where non-stationary
imbalanced stream data mining problem is explicitly formalized as learning from
data chunks of imbalanced class ratio, which are becoming available in an incre-
mental manner. In the proposed DCIL-IncLPSVM, we derive a new expression of
wLPSVM in which the weights are presented as two simple coefficients and LPSVM
is represented through four core matrices. This has made the updating of weights
crispy and simple.
In general, the proposed DCIL-IncLPSVM updates its weights and LPSVM simul-
taneously whenever a chunk of data is presented/removed. The theoretical guarantee
is that the updated wLPSVM is deterministically identical to the wLPSVM obtained
from batch learning. Because the DCIL-IncLPSVM adapts its weights dynamically
with the current class imbalance ratio, the proposed DCIL-IncLPSVM effectively
cope any dynamic class imbalance throughout the incremental learning cycle.
The contribution of this research can be summarized as follows
• a novel incremental algorithm DCIL-IncLPSVM satisfying above objectives is
developed;
• the proposed binary-class DCIL-IncLPSVM is extended into multi-class scena-
rio which improves the multi-class classification accuracy;
• the effectiveness of DCIL-IncLPSVM and its extension are verified by theore-
tical analysis and real-world application tests.
1.4 Notation Declaration
For the convenience of method derivation and clarity of presentation, we summarize
most notations used in this thesis in Table 1.1.
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Notation Descriptions
X instance matrix, X ∈ Rn×d
Y class label vector, Y ∈ Rn×1
d dimension of instance
n number of training samples
xi column vector of ith instance, x
T
i is the ith row of X
yi class label of instance xi, the ith component of Y
I (d+ 1)× (d+ 1) identity matrix
C trade off between margin maximization and training error minimization
w, b parameters in LPSVM class separating plane
ξ column vector of training errors
O normal direction of LPSVM class separating plane, O =
[
w
b
]
∈ R(d+1)×1
D diagonal matrix of class labels, D = diag(Y )
e column vector of ones
E expanded instance matrix, E =
[
X −e
]
N diagonal weighting matrix
M matrix term in LPSVM / DCIL-IncLPSVM model
v vector term in LPSVM / DCIL-IncLPSVM model
σ+/σ− class-wise weight for positive/negative class
l+/l− number of samples in positive/negative class
Table 1.1: NOTATIONS
1.5 Thesis Structure
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 reviews the SVMs as well as
class imbalance impacts on SVMs and exiting solutions, including wLPSVM which
gives the foundation of our work. Chapter 3 presents the technical background of
this thesis through a technical review of incremental SVMs. Chapter 4 presents
the proposed DCIL-IncLPSVM including proofs and derivations. Experiments and
discussion are given in Chapter 5. Finally, we conclude this thesis in Chapter 6 and
highlight the publications derived from this research project.
Chapter 2
Class Imbalance Impacts on SVMs
and Solutions
2.1 Support Vector Machine
Let S = {(x1, yi), (x2, y2), . . . , (xn, yn)} be a given training dataset, where xi ∈ R
d×1
denotes a input instance and yi ∈ {+1,−1} is the corresponding class label. We have
a instance matrixX =
[
x1 x2 · · · xn
]T
∈ Rn×d and a corresponding label vector
Y =
[
y1 y2 · · · yn
]T
∈ {+1,−1}n×1 on S. A classic linear SVM (Vapnik, 1995)
learns a discriminant function
f(x) = wTx+ b, (2.1)
which separates testing samples by a class separating plane
xTw + b = 0. (2.2)
The separating plane (2.2) lies midway between two parallel bounding planes formu-
lated as,
xTw + b = +1
xTw + b = −1.
(2.3)
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In practice, bounding planes (2.3) bound two classes often with some non-negative
errors ξi
xTi w + b+ ξi ≥ +1 for yi = +1
xTi w + b− ξi ≤ −1 for yi = −1.
(2.4)
Here, the distance between these two planes equals to 2
‖w‖ , which is called the
“margin” in literature. The w and b in (2.2) and (2.3) are obtained by solving an
optimization problem
min
‖w‖2
2
+ C
n∑
i=1
ξi
s.t. yi(x
T
i w + b) + ξi ≥ 1 ξi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n} ,
(2.5)
where ‖w‖
2
2
is for maximizing the margin, and
∑n
i=1 ξi for minimizing the total
training error. The regularization parameter C balances the importance of error and
margin (Yamasaki & Ikeda, 2005).
In practice, the dual problem of (2.5) is solved to obtain an SVM classifier
(Karasuyama & Takeuchi, 2010; Cauwenberghs & Poggio, 2000). The classifier ob-
tained through solving a linear SVM (2.5) is a linear classifier of the input space,
which is insufficient for some linear-inseparable problems.
To overcome the insufficiency of linear SVM in linear-inseparable tasks, a space
transformation method based on kernel function Φ is introduced. Through kernel
function, any sample x in the d-dimensional input space can be transformed into
Φ(x) in a feature space. None-linear SVM turn to solve a linear problem in the
transformed feature space to achieve a non-linear classifier in the input space.
The discriminant function for a none-linear SVM is formulated as
f(x) = wTΦ(x) + b, (2.6)
where Φ(x) denotes the transformation from input space to feature space. Conse-
quently, the optimization of none-linear SVM turns to be
min
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
n∑
i=1
ξi
s.t. yif(xi) ≥ 1− ξi ξi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n} ,
(2.7)
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Using Lagrangian, problem (2.7) is converted into a dual problem
min G =
1
2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
αiαjyiyjK(xi, xj)−
n∑
i=1
αi + b
n∑
i=1
yiαi
s.t. 0 ≤ αi ≤ C ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n}
(2.8)
where K(xi, xj) = Φ(xi)
TΦ(xj) denotes a kernel function. Accordingly, the objective
discriminant function (2.6) is expressed as
f(x) =
n∑
i=1
αiyiK(x, xi) + b. (2.9)
Define a kernel matrix Q ∈ Rn×n where Qij = K(xi, xj)yiyj. The Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker condition of function G (2.8) in its optimality can be written as
gi =
∂G
∂αi
=
n∑
j=1
Qijαj + yib− 1 = yif(xi)− 1


> 0 αi = 0
= 0 0 ≤ αi ≤ C
< 0 αi = C
(2.10)
h =
∂G
∂b
=
n∑
j=1
yjαj ≡ 0. (2.11)
The training samples thus can be categorized into three sets according to their partial
derivatives gi. Let M be a set of margin vectors which are samples lying on the
margin, E represent the set of error vectors violating the margin, and set R denote
the reserve vectors exceeding the margin. The definition of M, E and R is listed as
follow
M = {i : gi = yif(xi)− 1 = 0 0 ≤ αi ≤ C} (2.12a)
E = {i : gi = yif(xi)− 1 < 0 αi = C} (2.12b)
R = {i : gi = yif(xi)− 1 > 0 αi = 0} . (2.12c)
Considering formulation (2.9), it is easy to see that only training examples with
nonzero Lagrange multipliers have influence on the discriminant function, thus these
examples are defined as support vectors SV, and SV =M∪E .
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2.2 Linear Proximal SVM
LPSVM (G. Fung & Mangasarian, 2001) models a binary classification task as a
regularized least square problem, which simplifies the above SVM optimization and
results in an extremely efficient training algorithm. The optimization of LPSVM is
given as,
min
C
2
‖ξ‖2 +
1
2
(wTw + b2)
s.t. D(Xw − eb) + ξ = e,
(2.13)
where ξ ∈ Rn×1 refers to the vector of training errors, D = diag(Y ) ∈ Rn×n denotes
a diagonal matrix of class labels, and e = [1, . . . , 1]T ∈ Rn×1. By (2.13), the LPSVM
seeks a class separating plane
xTw − b = 0 (2.14)
which lies midway between two parallel Proximal planes
xTw − b = +1
xTw − b = −1.
(2.15)
In contrast to classic SVM, LPSVM in (2.13) replaces the inequality constraint of
(2.5) with an equality condition. As a result, the planes in (2.15) are not bounding
planes anymore, but can be seen as “proximal” planes around which the instances
of each class are clustered, as we have
xTi w − b+ ξi = +1 for yi = +1
xTi w − b− ξi = −1 for yi = −1,
(2.16)
and it is not necessary for the error ξi to be nonnegative. The planes in (2.15) are
pushed as far apart as possible by the term of (wTw+b2) in the LPSVM optimization
(2.13), and the total training error are minimized by the term of ‖ξ‖2. Geometrical
comparison between classic SVM and LPSVM shows that, both algorithms learn a
separating plane that lies in the midway of two parallel planes which are pushed
as apart as possible. Parallel planes in classic SVM case bound two classes, and
in LPSVM these planes behave as “proximal” planes around which the instances of
each class are clustered.
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Figure 2.1: A graphical comparison of SVM and LPSVM
Figure 2.1 gives a demonstration of LPSVM and SVM separating planes obtained
by learning on a two-dimensional artificial dataset. Red o and blue x denote positive
and negative samples respectively. The red line and blue line represent the parallel
planes and the black line in midway of these lines denotes the separating plane. It
is worth noting that in Figure 2.1a the samples are bounded by the parallel planes
while in Figure 2.1b the samples are clustered around the parallel planes.
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For optimizing LPSVM, the equality constraint in (2.13) can be substituted into
the optimization function to form an unconstrained optimization problem,
min G =
C
2
‖D(Xw − eb)− e‖2 +
1
2
(wTw + b2). (2.17)
Set the partial derivatives of G to 0, we have
∂G
∂w
= CXTD(D(Xw − eb)− e) +w
= CXTXw +w − CXTeb− CXTDe
= 0
∂G
∂b
= −CeTD(D(Xw − eb)− e) + b
= −CeTXw + CeTeb+ b+ CeTDe
= 0,
(2.18)
whereDD = I (I refers to an identity matrix with arbitrary size) and eTe = ‖e‖2 =
n.
Solving the linear system in (2.18), the solution of LPSVM optimization (i.e.,
(2.13)) then is obtained,
[
w
b
]
=
[
XTX + I
C
−XTe
−eTX n + 1
C
]−1 [
XTDe
−eTDe
]
=
[
I
C
+
[
XT
−eT
] [
X −e
]]−1 [XTDe
−eTDe
]
.
(2.19)
Let E =
[
X −e
]
and O =
[
w
b
]
, (2.19) can be reformulated as
O = (
I
C
+ETE)−1ETDe. (2.20)
To keep formula simple, we use M and v to denote the matrix term I
C
+ETE and
vector term ETDe in (2.20) respectively. Then, (2.20) can be rewritten as
O =M−1v, (2.21)
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and the LPSVM decision function is obtained
f(x) = xTw − b =
[
xT −1
]
O
{
> 0 ⇒ y = +1
< 0 ⇒ y = −1.
(2.22)
The algorithm of batch LPSVM is summarized as Algorithm 1 below.
Algorithm 1 Batch LPSVM Algorithm
Input: Instance matrix X ∈ Rn×d; Class label vector Y ∈ Rn×1; Regularization parameter C.
Output: O ∈ R(d+1)×1.
1: Form identity matrix I ∈ R(d+1)×(d+1) and column vector e = [1, . . . , 1]T ∈ Rn×1;
2: Expand the instance matrix X into E, E =
[
X −e
]
;
3: Transform the class label vector Y into diagonal matrix D, D = diag(Y );
4: Compute M = I
C
+ETE and v = ETDe;
5: Compute O =M−1v.
2.3 Class Imbalance Problem
The class imbalance problem arises when samples of the class of interest are relatively
rare as compared to the other class. Specifically, for LPSVM the total training
error ‖ξ‖2 in (2.13) comes from two classes, the error thus can be represented as
‖ξ‖2 = ‖ξ+‖
2+‖ξ−‖
2. In the presence of class imbalance, the LPSVM optimization
(2.13) has ‖ξ+‖
2 << ‖ξ−‖
2. As a result, LPSVM shifts its positive class proximal
plane away from the separating plane, which enlarges the margin at the price of an
augmented ‖ξ+‖
2. Consequently, the separating plane biases to the positive class
resulting in the worse recognition of the positive class.
On the other hand, as the parallel planes for SVM behave as bounding planes
of samples, the total training error of SVM only comes from samples exceeding the
parallel planes (i.e., positive/negative samples located in the side of positive/negative
plane which towards the separating plane). Thus when learning from dataset with
the same level of class imbalance, the imbalance force from total train error for SVM
is much smaller than that for LPSVM. Consequently, the impact of class imbalance
on SVM is relatively smaller than that on LPSVM.
We now demonstrate the impact of class imbalance on SVM and LPSVM by a
simple test on artificial data. Certain number of two-dimensional (i.e., X1 and X2)
data points subject to even distribution are randomly generated in the area of X1 ∈
[0.1, 1.1] X2 ∈ [−1, 1] (which are labeled as positive class) and X1 ∈ [−1.1,−0.1]
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X2 ∈ [−1, 1] (which are labeled as negative class) to create class balanced and class
imbalanced dataset respectively. Since the data distribution is known in this test,
the ideal class separating plane X1 = 0 is a priori identified. The learning outcome
of SVM and LPSVM are displayed in Figure 2.2.
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(a) SVM on class balanced data
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(c) SVM on class imbalanced data
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(d) LPSVM on class imbalanced data
Figure 2.2: Learning outcome demonstration
As we can see, in the case of class balanced dataset (i.e., Figure 2.2a and Figure
2.2b in which 30 positive to 30 negative samples) both SVM and LPSVM result in
separating planes that approximate closely to the ideal plane (i.e., the green line in
the graphs). When there is obvious class imbalance, the separating plane of both
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SVMs shift towards the minority class and the shift of LPSVM is much more serious
in comparison with that of SVM. The above theoretical assumption that LPSVM
suffers more from the class imbalance problem thus is testified.
2.4 Class Imbalance Learning for SVMs
In literature, it has been well studied that SVMs can be jammed by high incidences of
false negatives when the training samples of the target class are heavily out-numbered
by the training samples of a non-target class. The decision boundary of SVM can be
skewed towards the minority (positive) class, which causes the generation of a high
number of false-negative predictions, and lowers the performance on the positive class
(Akbani, Kwek & Japkowicz, 2004)(Wu & Chang, 2005). Existing class imbalance
learning methods for reducing the effect of data imbalance can be summarized into
three categories: sampling methods, weighting, and SVM ensemble.
2.4.1 Sampling Methods
The use of sampling methods for class imbalance learning considers the modification
of an imbalanced data set by some mechanisms in order to provide a balanced dis-
tribution (He & Garcia, 2009). A variety of sampling methods have been developed
so far. Undersampling/oversampling/re-sampling has the majority/miniority class
examples randomly removed/duplicated respectively until a particular class distri-
bution ratio is met (Weiss, 2004),(Liu, Wu & Zhou, 2006)(Liu, Wu & Zhou, 2009).
The synthetic minority oversampling technique (SMOTE) (Chawla, Bowyer, Hall
& Kegelmeyer, 2002) is a powerful method that has shown a great deal of success
in SVM related applications (Wang, 2008)(Gouripeddi et al., 2009)(Maciejewski &
Stefanowski, 2011). In general, sampling methods are applicable to various type of
SVM algorithms being used (Batuwita & Palade, 2010) for data modeling, thus they
are potential choices for SVM class imbalance learning, but they are not able to
completely solve the class imbalance problem.
2.4.2 SVM Ensemble
Ensemble is seen as a promising method with the ability to improve the generalization
performance of classification algorithms. For solving class imbalance, ensembles of
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classifiers consist of a set of individually trained classifiers whose predictions are
combined to classify unknown samples (Zhai, Yang, Ma & Ruan, 2010). Partitioning
ensemble is used in (Yan, Liu, Jin & Hauptmann, 2003; Pang, Kim & Bang, 2003;
Pang, Kim & Sung-yang, 2005) and (Dong & Han, 2005) for learning from class
imbalanced datasets. Assume the class distribution ratio is 1 : r in the data set.
The majority class is then divided into r disjunct partitions. With each of these
r partitions, the complete minority class is combined to create r balanced training
sets. r SVMs are trained based on these training set. The classification outputs of
these SVMs are combined by majority voting.
2.4.3 Weighting Methods
Instead of creating balanced data distributions through different sampling strategies,
weighting methods tackle the imbalanced learning problem by using different weights
to balance the contribution of the minority and majority classes. The weight can
be considered as a numerical cost of classifying examples from one class to another.
Typically, there is no cost for correct classification of either class and the cost of
misclassifying minority examples is higher than the contrary case.
The weighting method can be embedded into the SVM objective function. A
modified objective function assigns weights as two misclassification cost values ξ+
and ξ− to each class respectively as
min
‖w‖2
2
+ C(σ+
n∑
i|yi=+1
ξi + σ−
n∑
i|yi=−1
ξi)
s.t. yi(x
T
i w + b) + ξi ≥ 1 ξi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n} ,
(2.23)
has σ+ and σ− corresponding to the class distribution ratio. By assigning a higher
misclassification cost for the positive (minority) class examples than the negative
(majority) class examples, the effect of class imbalance could be reduced. Example
methods include Different Error Costs (DEC) (Veropoulos, Campbell & Cristianini,
1999) and fuzzy SVM for Class Imbalance Learning (FSVM-CIL) (Batuwita & Pa-
lade, 2010). An alternative weighting method can be applied directly to the SVM
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decision function as,
f(x) = sign(σ+
n∑
i|yi=+1
αiyiK(xi, x) + σ−
n∑
j|yj=−1
αjyjK(xj , x)). (2.24)
where σ+ and σ− are weights on support vectors. To adjust the decision boundary’s
bias towards the minority (positive), higher weights are utilized for the positive
support vectors (SVs) (Imam, Ting & Kamruzzaman, 2006).
2.4.4 Weighted LPSVM
Weighted LPSVM (wLPSVM) (G. M. Fung & Mangasarian, 2005; Zhuang et al.,
2005) is a solution to the class imbalance problem for LPSVM. It can be seen as
a example of the weighting method. As the foundation of our work, wLPSVM is
introduced in this subsection.
As we mentioned before, the class imbalance problem for LPSVM is mainly caused
by the imbalance force of the two-class training error. The idea of wLPSVM is
straightforward: balancing the training error from two classes to obtain a separating
plane learning that is robust to the class imbalance. This training error balancing is
achieved by assigning smaller weight to the training errors from the majority class
while assigning larger weight to that of the minority class. In wLPSVM the classic
LPSVM optimization (2.13) is extended to,
min C
2
ξTNξ + 1
2
(wTw + b2)
s.t. D(Xw − eb) + ξ = e,
(2.25)
where N is a diagonal weighting matrix with,
N ii =
{
σ+ if yi = +1
σ− if yi = −1,
(2.26)
in which the class-wise weight σ is used, σ+ for the positive class and σ− for the
negative class, to balance the impacts of two classes to the LPSVM separating plane.
In practice, σ is determined by the number of samples for each class. For example
in (Tao & Ji, 2007), σ+ and σ− are calculated as the ratio of the corresponding class
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size (i.e., l− or l+) to the size of the whole dataset,
σ+ = l−/(l+ + l−)
σ− = l+/(l+ + l−).
(2.27)
By a similar approach as (2.17)-(2.20), (2.25) can be solved and the wLPSVM solu-
tion is obtained as,
O = (
I
C
+ETNE)−1ETDNe. (2.28)
Algorithm 2 presents the batch wLPSVM algorithm that implements (2.28).
Algorithm 2 Batch wLPSVM Algorithm
Input: Instance matrix X ∈ Rn×d; Class label vector Y ∈ Rn×1; Regularization parameter C.
Output: O ∈ R(d+1)×1.
1: Calculate weights σ+ and σ− following weighting function such as (2.27);
2: Form weight matrix N following (2.26);
3: Expand the instance matrix X into E, E =
[
X −e
]
;
4: Transform the class label vector Y into diagonal matrix D, D = diag(Y );
5: Compute M = I
C
+ETNE and v = ETDNe;
6: Compute O =M−1v.
Figure 2.3 gives a demonstration of wLPSVM effectiveness, the test setting are
similar to that in Section 2.3. As we can see, on a class imbalanced dataset, as the
force of two-class training error is balanced, the wLPSVM proximal plane for the
minority class is “drawn” back to the center of the minority class cluster. Conse-
quently, the separating plane learned by wLPSVM is closer to the ideal plane than
that of LPSVM.
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Figure 2.3: A graphical comparison of LPSVM and wLPSVM on a class imbalanced
dataset
Chapter 3
A Technical Review of Incremental
SVMs
For learning from continuously coming data, incremental learning algorithms are
developed. For the comprehensive and completeness of this thesis, we introduce
incremental SVM in section 3.1, however, the incremental LPSVM introduced in
section 3.2 is more relevant to our work.
3.1 Incremental SVM
The objective of incremental SVM (Cauwenberghs & Poggio, 2000; Yamasaki &
Ikeda, 2005; Karasuyama & Takeuchi, 2010) is to incorporatem new training examples
{(xi, yi) : i ∈ {n+ 1, · · · , n+m}} into an initial solution {(xi, yi), αi, b : i ∈ {1, · · · , n}}
and obtain a updated solution {(xi, yi), α
∗
i , b
∗ : i ∈ {1, · · · , n+m}}.
Define index set U for unlearned examples, Lagrange vector α, label vector y
and gradient vector g respectively as
U = {i : i ∈ {n+ 1, · · · , n+m}} (3.1)
α = [α1, · · · , αn+m]
T (3.2)
y = [y1, · · · , yn+m]
T (3.3)
g = [g1, · · · , gn+m]
T (3.4)
Initially, we can set αi = 0, ∀i ∈ U , and we initialize g according to (2.10).
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Indexes {i : gi > 0, i ∈ U} and {i : gi = 0, i ∈ U} are directly removed from U and
appended to rest set R and margin set M (the definition of R and M is given
in Section 2.1) respectively, because they already satisfy the KKT condition of the
initial solution. By now, examples remaining in U are all KKT condition violators
which will go through adiabatic increment procedure and eventually turn into margin
or error examples.
In what follows, index set(s) are used as subscriptions in some expressions. For
example, yM denotes a sub-vector of y and the elements of yU are indexed by setM.
Similarly, two index sets are used as subscription of matrix, such as QM,U , which
refer to a sub-matrix of Q with rows indexed by M and columns indexed by U .
In adiabatic increments, Lagrangian coefficients of unlearned samples (αi, i ∈ U)
are increased from 0 to their optimal value until every unlearned examples become
margin samples or error samples, while keeping the optimal condition of all learned
examples (L = M ∪ E ∪ R) satisfied. This optimalility maintaining is obtained
by adjusting the Lagrangian coefficients of margin samples accordingly. Adiabatic
increment is an iterative process. In each iteration there is at least one example that
has its identity changed (e.g. i moves from U toM). Thus, this incremental learning
can be seen as a series of adiabatic steps.
Perturbation parameter p and the amount of perturbation in each adiabatic in-
crement ∆p∗ are defined to control the incremental learning process, and we have
p =
∑
∆p∗. When p = 0, the solution is initialized as the original solution and
knowledge from new data are not included. After a series of adiabatic increments
and eventually when p = 1, the solution covers all examples and the learning termi-
nates which means both old and new data satisfy the KKT condition indicated in
(2.10) and (2.11).
Define coefficient sensitivities to represent the ratio of change in α and b in
response to ∆p, set
β0 =
∆b
∆p
(3.5)
βk =
∆αk
∆p
∀k ∈M (3.6)
λl =
∆αl
∆p
∀l ∈ U (3.7)
Set λl = C : ∀l ∈ U , in this way, the Lagrangian coefficients of unlearned
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vectors will change at most by C when p becomes 1. It guarantees that the remaining
unlearned vectors can be moved into error vectors.
Before a adiabatic increment, the following constraints for margin vectors are
satisfied
gi =
∑
j
Qijαj + yib− 1 = 0 ∀i ∈M (3.8)
h =
∑
j
yjαj = 0. (3.9)
After a perturbation, the constraints become
gi =
∑
j
Qijαj +
∑
k∈M
Qik∆αk +
∑
l∈U
Qil∆αl + yi(b+∆b)− 1 = 0 ∀i ∈M (3.10)
h =
∑
j
yjαj +
∑
k∈M
yk∆αk +
∑
l∈U
yl∆αl = 0. (3.11)
Combine constraints (3.8) to (3.11), the following conditions are obtained:
∆gi =
∑
k∈M
Qik∆αk +
∑
l∈U
Qil∆αl + yi∆b = 0 ∀i ∈M (3.12)
∆h =
∑
k∈M
yk∆αk +
∑
l∈U
yl∆αl = 0 (3.13)
Substituting coefficient sensitivities into (3.12) and (3.13), we obtain:
∆gi =
∑
k∈M
Qikβk∆p+
∑
l∈U
Qilλl∆p+ yiβ0∆p = 0 ∀i ∈ M (3.14)
∆h =
∑
k∈M
ykβk∆p+
∑
l∈U
ylλl∆p = 0 (3.15)
Clearly we have:
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∆gi
∆p
=
∑
k∈M
Qikβk +
∑
l∈U
Qilλl + yiβ0 = 0 ∀i ∈M (3.16)
∆h
∆p
=
∑
k∈M
ykβk +
∑
l∈U
ylλl = 0 (3.17)
The coefficient sensitivities of margin vectors {βk : ∀k ∈M} and β0 can be
obtained by solving the linear system represented by (3.16) and (3.17). Using matrix
notation, (3.16) and (3.17) can be written as:
[
0 yTM
yM QM,M
][
β0
βM
]
+
[
yTU
QM,U
]
λU = 0 (3.18)
Note that λU is a |U| × 1 sized column vector. Define expanded margin kernel
matrix
[
0 yTM
yM QM,M
]
as M , thus we have:
[
β0
βM
]
= −MT
[
yTU
QM,U
]
λU (3.19)
Define margin sensitivity γ represents the ratio of gradient change according to
∆p, we have:
γi =
∆gi
∆p
=
∑
k∈M
Qikβk +
∑
l∈U
Qilλl + yiβ0 (3.20)
And for any i ∈M, γi = 0, according to (3.16). As {βk : ∀k ∈ M} and β0 have
been solved, γi for all examples are known. By now, we can compute the ∆p∗ for
perturbation.
To determine ∆p∗ in each adiabatic increment, ∆p∗ must: (1) cause at least
one example touch the borders between M, E ,R,U and changes its identity, and (2)
cause none example crosses the borders. As indicated in (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7), α and
g varies linearly according to ∆p. Thus we can compute the maximum ∆p allowed for
each border which not cause border crossing. Border conditions and corresponding
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∆pmax are listed in Table 3.1.
Original Identity New Identity Condition ∆pmax
M (gi = 0, αi ∈ [0, C]) E (gi < 0, αi = C) αi +∆αi = C
C−αi
βi
M (gi = 0, αi ∈ [0, C]) R (gi > 0, αi = 0) αi +∆αi = 0
−αi
βi
E (gi < 0, αi = C) M (gi = 0, αi ∈ [0, C]) gi +∆gi = 0
−gi
γi
R (gi > 0, αi = 0) M (gi = 0, αi ∈ [0, C]) gi +∆gi = 0
−gi
γi
U (gi < 0, αi ∈ [0, C)) M (gi = 0, αi ∈ [0, C]) gi +∆gi = 0
−gi
γi
U (gi < 0, αi ∈ [0, C)) E (gi < 0, αi = C) αi +∆αi = C
C−αi
λi
Table 3.1: Borders
We compute ∆pmax for each example according to its original identity, and define
these ∆pmax as a set ∆P . The size of ∆P is 2 × |M| + |E| + |R| + 2 × |U|. The
∆p∗ used for perturbation is determined by ∆p∗ = min∆P , because if we chose any
∆p∗ > min∆P , there will be example(s) crosses the border and violate the KKT
condition.
Once the ∆p∗ is computed, we update b, α and g as follow:
b← b+∆b = b+ β0∆p∗ (3.21)
αk ← αk +∆αk = αk + βk∆p ∗ ∀k ∈M (3.22)
αl ← αl +∆αl = αl + λl∆p ∗ ∀l ∈ U (3.23)
gi ← gi +∆gi = gi + γi∆p ∗ ∀i ∈M∪ E ∪R ∪ U∪ (3.24)
and update the index sets M, E ,R and U to reflect the example identity change
caused by perturbation ∆p∗.
After that, we recompute the sensitivities β and γ to conduct a new cycle of
adiabatic increments. This iterative procedures continues until p = 1 or unlearned
set U becomes empty.
3.2 Incremental LPSVM
The incremental learning of LPSVM is to update existing LPSVM model by retiring
old data and/or adding new data simultaneously. Assume that the current LPSVM
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model on S is obtained from (2.20), Sr is an “old” subset of S that needs to be
retired, and Sa a “new” set of data that needs to be added.
Fung et al. (G. M. Fung & Mangasarian, 2001) proposed an incremental LPSVM
model (IncLPSVM) (3.25) to handle the retirement of Sr and the addition of Sa,
O′ = (
I
C
+ETE −Er
TEr +Ea
TEa)
−1(ETDe−Er
TDre+Ea
TDae)
= (M −Er
TEr +Ea
TEa)
−1(v −Er
TDre+Ea
TDae),
(3.25)
where Er ∈ R
nr×(d+1), Dr ∈ R
nr×nr , Ea ∈ R
na×(d+1) and Da ∈ R
na×na. This
method can update accurately a batch LPSVM, however it considers no dynamic
class imbalance of data streams.
For clarity, the steps of incremental LPSVM is stated in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Incremental LPSVM Algorithm
Input: M and v from last stage or batch learning, Xr and Yr to retire, Xa and Ya to add.
Output: O for the classifier, M and v for next learning stage.
1: Generate Er, Dr, Ea and Da according to Xr, Yr, Xa and Ya respectively;
2: Update M term as M =M −Er
TEr + Ea
TEa, and update v term as v = v − Er
TDre+
Ea
TDae;
3: Compute O =M−1v.
If we compare SVM and LPSVM, due to their difference in optimization constraint
(i.e., inequality constraint for SVM and equality for LPSVM), there is a significant
difference in the difficulty of optimization solving, either for batch learning and in-
cremental learning.
For classic SVM, since it is an inequality constrained optimization, we can only
seek its solution by perturbations while keeping KKT condition satisfied. In another
words, to include more samples satisfying the condition and keep the satisfaction
of all learned samples to the condition until all seen samples are included in the
solution. This is a iterative process and the number of steps is normally unknown in
prior.
For LPSVM, as the equality constraint can be substituted into the objective
function, the solution can be directly calculated (for batch learning) and updated (for
incremental learning) by simple formulas. This make the LPSVM and IncLPSVM
extremely computational efficient thus has considerable potential for high speed data
stream learning.
Chapter 4
Dynamic Class Imbalance
Learning for LPSVM
For dynamic class imbalance learning (DCIL), incremental wLPSVM (DCIL-IncLPSVM)
based on the batch wLPSVM described above is proposed in this section. Since
class imbalance varies dynamically and continuously with the presence of new data
samples, the idea of the proposed DCIL-IncLPSVM for DCIL is to update the
LPSVM model in the meantime its weights.
For the convenience of method derivations, we introduce first two lemmas on
basic matrix decomposition:
Lemma 1 Let
[
X Y
]
=
[
Xa Y a
Xb Y b
]
, E =
[
Ea
Eb
]
=
[
Xa −e
Xb −e
]
, D =
[
Da 0
0 Db
]
and N =
[
N a 0
0 N b
]
. Then,
ETNE = ETaN aEa +E
T
bN bEb
ETDNe = ETaDaN ae+E
T
bDbN be
ETE = ETaEa +E
T
b Eb
ETe = ETa e +E
T
b e.
(4.1)
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Proof:
ETNE =
[
Ea
Eb
]T [
N a 0
0 N b
][
Ea
Eb
]
=
[
ETaE
T
b
] [N a 0
0 N b
][
Ea
Eb
]
= ETaN aEa +E
T
bN bEb
ETDNe =
[
Ea
Eb
]T [
Da 0
0 Db
][
N a 0
0 N b
][
e
e
]
=
[
ETa E
T
b
] [Da 0
0 Db
][
N a 0
0 N b
][
e
e
]
= ETaDaN ae +E
T
bDbN be
ETE =
[
Ea
Eb
]T [
Ea
Eb
]
=
[
ETa E
T
b
] [Ea
Eb
]
= ETaEa +E
T
b Eb
ETe =
[
Ea
Eb
]T [
e
e
]
=
[
ETa E
T
b
] [e
e
]
= ETa e +E
T
b e.
(4.2)

Lemma 2 Let S be a dataset with n samples, i.e., S = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2) . . . , (xn, yn)}.
η =
[
1 2 · · · i · · · j · · · n
]
identifies a sequence of data samples. Applying η
to the dataset, we form instance matrixXη =
[
x1 x2 · · · xi · · · xj · · · xn
]T
and label vector Y η =
[
y1 y2 · · · yi · · · yj · · · yn
]T
, and corresponding ma-
trices Eη,Dη andNη. Given another sample sequence η′ =
[
1 2 · · · j · · · i · · · n
]
and corresponding Eη
′
, Dη
′
and Nη
′
. Then,
EηTNηEη = Eη
′T
Nη
′
Eη
′
EηTDηNηe = Eη
′T
Dη
′
Nη
′
e
EηTEη = Eη
′T
Eη
′
EηTe = Eη
′T
e
(4.3)
Proof: Let Ei =
[
xTi −1
]
, N i =
{
σ+ if yi = +1
σ− if yi = −1
and Di = yi be the terms
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corresponding to the i-th sample, apply Lemma 1 repeatedly, then
EηTN ηEη =
n∑
i=1
ETi N iEi = E
η′TN η
′
Eη
′
EηTDηN ηe =
n∑
i=1
ETi DiN i = E
η′TDη
′
N η
′
e
EηTEη =
n∑
i=1
ETi Ei = E
η′TEη
′
EηTe =
n∑
i=1
ETi = E
η′Te
(4.4)

Lemma 2 implies that the equations in (4.3) hold with respect to arbitrary sample
sequences.
4.1 DCIL Derivation
Given an initial wLPSVM model (2.28) on dataset S. If Sl denotes the set of data
that remains after retiring Sr, and S
′ denotes the updated dataset after the addition
and retirement, then we have
S = S l ∪ Sr
S
′ = S l ∪ Sa.
(4.5)
Then, the incremental learning of wLPSVM is to compute a updated wLPSVM
model O′ based on Sa, Sr, and a trained wLPSVM model (i.e., (2.28)) on the
current dataset S.
By (2.28), a batch wLPSVM on the updated dataset S′ can be written as,
O′ = (
I
C
+E′TN ′E′)−1E′TD′N ′e. (4.6)
In (4.6), the weighting matrix N can be simply updated by,
N ′ii =
{
σ′+ = l
′
−/(l
′
+ + l
′
−) if y
′
i = +1
σ′− = l
′
+/(l
′
+ + l
′
−) if y
′
i = −1,
(4.7)
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in which l′− = l−−lr−+la− and l
′
+ = l+−lr++la+. However, its problematic to update
the matrix multiplications ETNE and ETDNe. To overcome this difficulty, we
propose to simplify (4.6) by Proposition 1, transforming the weighting matrix N to
two simple weight coefficients σ+ and σ−.
Proposition 1 Given a wLPSVM model (2.28) over dataset S, and let M+ =
ET+E+, M− = E
T
−E−, v+ = E
T
+e and v− = E
T
−e, then the wLPSVM model (2.28)
can be reformulated as,
O = (
I
C
+ σ+M+ + σ−M−)
−1(σ+v+ − σ−v−). (4.8)
Proof:
As S is a 2-class dataset decomposable into S+ and S−, we apply Lemma 2 and
Lemma 1 to the term ETNE in (2.28), and have
ETNE = ET+N+E+ +E
T
−N−E−. (4.9)
As N+ = σ+I and N− = σ−I, term E
TNE can be further written as,
ETNE = σ+E
T
+E+ + σ−E
T
−E−. (4.10)
Similarly, applying Lemma 2 and Lemma 1 to the term ETDNe in (2.28), we
have
ETDNe = ET+D+N+e+E
T
−D−N−e. (4.11)
As D+ = I and D− = −I, also N+ = σ+I and N− = σ−I, we have
ETDNe = σ+E
T
+e− σ−E
T
−e. (4.12)
Substituting (4.10) and (4.12) into (2.28), and replacing ET+E+, E
T
−E−, E
T
+e
and ET−e with M+, M−, v+ and v− respectively, we obtain
O = (
I
C
+ σ+M+ + σ−M−)
−1(σ+v+ − σ−v−). (4.13)

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Applying Proposition 1 to (4.6), we rewrite the updated wLPSVM model (4.6)
as,
O′ = (
I
C
+ σ′+M
′
+ + σ
′
−M
′
−)
−1(σ′+v
′
+ − σ
′
−v
′
−). (4.14)
When data addition and/or retirement is incurred, σ′ in (4.14) can be recalculated
by (4.7). So, we consider only the updating of M+, M−, v+ and v−.
As S+ by (4.5) is decomposable into S l+ and Sr+, and so for S
′
+
decomposable
into S l+ and Sa+, we can apply Lemma 2 and Lemma 1 to decompose M+ and
M ′+, and have
M+ = E
T
+E+ = E
T
l+El+ +E
T
r+Er+ (4.15)
M ′+ = E
′T
+E
′
+ = E
T
l+El+ +E
T
a+Ea+ (4.16)
(4.16) minus (4.15), we obtain the updating of M+ as,
M ′+ =M+ −E
T
r+Er+ +E
T
a+Ea+. (4.17)
By an analogous process, we can update M−,v+ and v− respectively as,
M ′− =M− −E
T
r−Er− +E
T
a−Ea−
v′+ = v+ −E
T
r+e+E
T
a+e
v′− = v− −E
T
r−e+E
T
a−e.
(4.18)
4.2 Algorithm Script
For DCIL of data streams, the matrix multiplication terms in (2.28) are divided
into a set of class-wise matrices in (4.13) whose updating for incremental learning
is straightforward. Most importantly, current class imbalance level is modeled here
as two simple coefficients, and utilized in every step of LPSVM updating. This
empowers the incremental LPSVM with the capability for DCIL. The pseudo-code
of the proposed DCIL-IncLPSVM is given in Algorithm 4.
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Algorithm 4 The proposed DCIL-IncLPSVM Algorithm
Input: initial DCIL-IncLPSVM model:
{O,M+,M−,v+,v−, l+, l−, C}; Xr and Y r to retire;
Xa and Y a to add; and regularization parameter C.
Output: updated DCIL-IncLPSVM model:{
O′,M ′+,M
′
−
,v′+,v
′
−
, l′+, l
′
−
, C
}
.
1: if input model is empty then
2: Form Ea+ and Ea− according to Xa and Ya
3: Compute M+ = E
T
a+Ea+, M− = E
T
a−Ea−, v+ = E
T
a+e and v− = E
T
a−e;
4: Compute σ+ and σ− according to (2.27);
5: Compute O = (I
C
+ σ+M+ + σ−M−)
−1(σ+v+ − σ−v−) according to (4.8);
6: else
7: Generate Ea+, Ea−, Er+ and Er− according to Xa, Ya, Xr and Yr;
8: Compute M ′+,M
′
−
, v′+,v
′
−
according to (4.17) and (4.18)
9: Compute l′+ = l+ − lr+ + la+ and l
′
−
= l− − lr− + la−;
10: Compute σ′+ and σ
′
−
;according to (4.7);
11: Compute O′ = (I
C
+ σ′+M
′
+ + σ
′
−
M ′
−
)−1(σ′+v
′
+ − σ
′
−
v′
−
) according to (4.6).
12: end if
4.3 Extension to Multiple Classes
Assume we have k-class streaming data, the previously studied multi-category incre-
mental LPSVM (McIncLPSVM) (Tveit & Hetl, 2003) learns and updates k individual
binary IncLPSVMs in a one-against-rest manner without balancing training errors
from two classes. The classification of a test sample is conducted by comparing the
its decision values on each class. However, those binary one-against-rest IncLPSVMs
are all built on a 1-to-(k − 1) partition data which poses normally a serious class
imbalance, therefore each IncLPSVM suffers from the class imbalance problem and
the overall accuracy of McIncLPSVM is affected consequently. To mitigate this diffi-
culty, we extend in the following the above proposed DCIL-IncLPSVM for multi-class
classification.
Let S be a k-class initial training dataset including n samples in which the classes
are labeled as 1, 2, . . . , k, X ∈ Rn×d and Y ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}n×1 as its instance matrix
and corresponding label vector, respectively. To achieve multi-class classification on
S, for any class j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} we use an individual binary DCIL-IncLPSVM to
separate the class j from the rest as
Ocj = (
I
C
+ σ+M+ + σ−M−)
−1(σ+v+ − σ−v−), (4.19)
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in which samples from class j are taken as positive and the rest samples are taken
as negative. Thus, we have
M+ = E
T
cjEcj =M cj
v+ = E
T
cje = vcj
(4.20)
and
σ+ = (l − lcj)/l
σ− = lcj/l.
(4.21)
Applying Lemma 2 and Lemma 1 to decompose term M− and v− in (4.19), we
obtain
M− =
j−1∑
i=1
ETciEci +
k∑
i=j+1
ETciEci = E
TE −ETcjEcj =M −M cj
v− =
j−1∑
i=1
ETcie+
k∑
i=j+1
ETcie = E
Te−ETcje = v − vcj.
(4.22)
Substituting (4.20), (4.21) and (4.22) into (4.19), we have the DCIL-IncLPSVM for
class j as,
Ocj = (
I
C
+
lcj
l
M +
l − 2lcj
l
M cj)
−1(vcj −
lcj
l
v). (4.23)
Given dataset Sr to be retried and Sa to be added. The above DCIL-IncLPSVM
for incremental learning is supposed to be updated for:
1) any existing class (i.e., ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}), we update terms in (4.23) as
M ′ =M −ETrEr +E
T
aEa
M ′cj =M cj −E
T
cjrEcjr +E
T
cjaEcja
v′ = v −ETr e+E
T
a e
v′cj = vcj −E
T
cjre+E
T
cjae
l′ = l − lr + la
l′cj = lcj − lcjr + lcja,
(4.24)
and obtain the updated model as
O′cj = (
I
C
+
l′cj
l′
M ′ +
l′ − 2l′cj
l′
M ′cj)
−1(v′cj −
l′cj
l′
v′), (4.25)
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separating the class r from the rest.
2) any new class (i.e., ∀j > k), we construct a new model O′cj to distinguish the class
from the rest as
O′cj = (
I
C
+
lcj
l
M ′ +
l′ − 2lcj
l′
M cj)
−1(vcj −
lcj
l′
v′), (4.26)
where M cj = E
T
cjaEcja and vcj = E
T
cjae.
In summary, the pseudo-code of the proposed DCIL-IncLPSVM for multi-class
classification is given in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 The proposed multi-class DCIL-IncLPSVM
Input: multi-class DCIL-IncLPSVM model, Xr and Y r to retire, Xa and Y a to add and regula-
rization parameter C.
Output: multi-class DCIL-IncLPSVM model {Ocj ,M cj ,vcj , lcj,M ,v, l, C, I} or{
O′cj ,M
′
cj ,v
′
cj, l
′
cj ,M
′,v′, l′, C, I
}
.
1: if input model is empty then
2: Generate I, E and l according to Xa and Y a;
3: Compute M = ETE and v = ET e;
4: for j = 1 to k do
5: Generate Ecj and lcj according to Xa and Y a
6: Compute M cj and vcj according to (4.20);
7: Compute Ocj according to (4.23);
8: end for
9: else
10: Generate Ea, Er, la and lr according to Xa, Y a, Xr and Y r;
11: Update M , v and l according to (4.24);
12: for j = 1 to k do
13: Generate Ecja, Ecjr, lcja and lcjr according to Xa, Y a, Xr and Y r;
14: Update M cj, vcj and lcj according to (4.24);
15: Compute O′cj according to (4.25);
16: end for
17: for all j > k do
18: Generate Ecja and lcj according to Xa and Y a;
19: Compute M cj = E
T
cjaEcja and vcj = E
T
cjae;
20: Compute O′cj according to (4.26);
21: end for
22: end if
Chapter 5
Experiments and Discussions
In this chapter, the effectiveness of our algorithm in learning from imbalanced data
is testified. We compared the performance of the proposed DCIL-IncLPSVM with
other benchmark linear classifiers (i.e., classic SVM with linear kernel and classic
LPSVM) on two scenarios: a) static datasets with various degrees of class imbalance
and, b) data streams with dynamic class imbalances.
5.1 Experimental Setup
For the purposes of investigating the impact of different levels of class imbalance on
the training of the classifier and verifying the ability of proposed DCIL-IncLPSVM
to overcome it, samples from original benchmark datasets are grouped and selected
artificially to form binary-class experimental datasets with predefined class ratio. All
experiments were implemented on a Intel 2.26GHZ Core I5 PC with 4GB Ram.
For incremental learning on each experimental dataset, we first construct ini-
tial models using 10% of the data, and divide the remaining 90% training instances
equally and arbitrarily into nine subsets, which are presented to the learners sequen-
tially. As the incremental learning proceeds, the learners are fed with subsets of new
data in a sequential manner until all data from the dataset are consumed.
With the above experimental setup, class imbalance may occur in two cases: 1)
the class distribution of the whole dataset is imbalanced, and the class distribution
of data subsets is also imbalanced; and 2) the class distribution of the whole dataset
is balanced, but subsets are class imbalanced.
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5.2 Performance Measurements
For evaluating the algorithm performance on imbalanced datasets, the normal metric
of the overall accuracy is no longer sufficient (He & Garcia, 2009; Chen & He, 2009).
Here several performance metrics based on the confusion matrix is utilized to give
a more comprehensive and objective assessment. Specifically, for a binary classifier
the confusion matrix is consisted of True Positive (TP), False Positive (FP), False
Negative (FN) and True Negative (TN). In our experiments, “positive” refers to the
minority class whereas “negative” is taken as the majority class.
In this paper, we evaluate classification performance through five metrics: sensi-
tivity, specificity, F-measure, relative sensitivity (RS) and G-mean. Sensitivity and
specificity measure the accuracy on positive and negative samples respectively
Sensitivity =
TP
TP + FN
Specificity =
TN
TN + FP
.
Normally, high sensitivity and specificity implies high classification performance. F-
measure is defined as
F -measure =
(1 + β)2 ×Recall × Precision
β2 × Recall + Precision
,
where
Precision =
TP
TP + FP
Recall =
TP
TP + FN
and β is a coefficient that balances the relative importance of precision and recall.
Following common practice, we assign β to 1. RS determines a binary classifier’s
capability of achieving compatible prediction accuracy on both classes (Su & Hsiao,
2007) and is defined as
RS =
Sensitivity
Specificity
.
The bias of the classifier diminishes as RS approaches to 1. G-mean is another metric
widely adopted for evaluating classifiers on imbalanced dataset, which is defined as
G-mean =
√
Sensitivity × Specificity.
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5.3 Equality to Batch Learning
To testify the equivalence between the discriminant vector O extracted from the
proposed DCIL-IncLPSVM and that from the ground truth wLPSVM, we measure
the similarity between the retrieved discriminant vectors on the Breast Wisconsin
and Iris dataset (Frank & Asuncion, 2010) at the final steps of the aforementioned 10
chuck incremental learning. The discriminant vector similarity is measured in terms
of Euclidean distance and angular deviation. The result is shown in Figure 5.1.
Table 5.1: Similarity of Discriminant Vectors
Breast Wisconsin Iris 1 to 2,3 Iris 2 to 1,3 Iris 3 to 1,2
Euclidean Distance 0 7.63 × 10−27 2.10 × 10−27 1.04 × 10−26
Angular Deviation 1.20 × 10−6 0 0 0
As we can see, the proposed DCIL-IncLPSVM implements incremental learning
with significant accuracy, as the obtained discriminant vector is very similar to that
of a batch wLPSVM. As mentioned in Chapter 4 that DCIL-IncLPSVM learning
output is theoretically equivalent to batch wLPSVM, this rare difference comes from
numerical computational errors.
5.4 Static Class imbalances Robustness Tests
In this section, we compare the performance of the final classifier obtained at the
end of a complete incremental learning process.
Table 5.2: Datasets Description
Dataset
Class
#Var. Exp.
Imbalance Ratio Training Set Testing Set
Min. / Maj. #Maj./#Min. #Pos. #Neg. #Pos. #Neg.
Breast Wisconsin Abnormal / Normal 9
1 1 20 20
40 40
2 5 100 20
3 10 200 20
4 20 400 20
Car Very Good / Remainder 6
1 1 20 20
40 40
2 5 100 20
3 20 400 20
4 80 1600 20
Abalone Less than 5 rings/ Remainder 8
1 1 20 20
40 40
2 5 100 20
3 40 800 20
4 200 4000 20
Three publicly known UCI datasets are utilized to conduct the comparison, Table
5.2 shows the characteristics of these datasets. For each dataset, experiments (i.e.,
Exp. in Table 5.2) using training set with different degrees of class imbalance are
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designed. Each experiment consists of 50 rounds of independent tests. In each test,
training samples are randomly selected and sequentially presented to the IncSVM
(Cauwenberghs & Poggio, 2000)(Karasuyama & Takeuchi, 2010), IncLPSVM and
our DCIL-IncLPSVM algorithms for training a classifier. In our experiment, training
samples are fed in chucks of random sizes. Testing sets with the same size are used
for classifier performance evaluation. Table 5.3 gives the experimental results on
Breast-Wisconsin, Car and Abalone datasets, respectively.
Table 5.3: Results of static class imbalance robustness tests.
Dataset Exp. Algorithm Sensitivity Specificity F-measure RS G-mean
Breast Wisconsin
1
IncSVM 93.80 ± 5.67 97.20 ± 2.35 95.35± 3.09 0.97± 0.07 95.43± 2.95
IncLPSVM 88.45 ± 5.53 97.95 ± 1.94 92.78 ± 3.28 0.90 ± 0.06 93.03 ± 3.07
DCIL-IncLPSVM 88.45 ± 5.53 97.95 ± 1.94 92.78 ± 3.28 0.90 ± 0.06 93.03 ± 3.07
2
SVM 85.00 ± 8.25 98.25 ± 2.04 90.82 ± 5.00 0.87 ± 0.09 91.27 ± 4.55
LPSVM 87.20 ± 5.93 98.85 ± 1.61 92.49 ± 3.64 0.88 ± 0.06 92.79 ± 3.35
DCIL-IncLPSVM 88.90 ± 5.44 98.30 ± 2.05 93.21± 3.29 0.90± 0.06 93.43± 3.08
3
IncSVM 81.30 ± 7.86 97.95 ± 2.35 88.49 ± 4.80 0.83 ± 0.09 89.12 ± 4.29
IncLPSVM 84.65 ± 6.19 98.15 ± 2.13 90.67 ± 3.54 0.86 ± 0.07 91.07 ± 3.22
DCIL-IncLPSVM 90.00 ± 5.08 97.80 ± 2.46 93.59± 2.86 0.92± 0.06 93.77± 2.69
4
IncSVM 72.15 ± 10.20 98.85 ± 2.10 82.87 ± 7.32 0.73 ± 0.10 84.24 ± 6.27
IncLPSVM 76.85 ± 6.72 98.65 ± 1.90 86.10 ± 4.50 0.78 ± 0.07 86.98 ± 3.97
DCIL-IncLPSVM 89.70 ± 5.95 97.65 ± 2.74 93.33± 3.70 0.92± 0.06 93.53± 3.50
Car
1
IncSVM 97.70 ± 3.46 87.15 ± 6.60 92.86± 3.39 1.13± 0.10 92.19± 3.88
IncLPSVM 99.15 ± 2.40 80.95 ± 6.66 90.95 ± 2.88 1.23 ± 0.12 89.50 ± 3.77
DCIL-IncLPSVM 99.15 ± 2.40 80.95 ± 6.66 90.95 ± 2.88 1.23 ± 0.12 89.50 ± 3.77
2
IncSVM 85.85 ± 7.15 95.85 ± 3.45 90.24 ± 4.37 0.90± 0.08 90.61 ± 4.04
IncLPSVM 62.55 ± 13.63 98.05 ± 2.73 75.16 ± 10.88 0.64 ± 0.14 77.77 ± 8.89
DCIL-IncLPSVM 99.95 ± 0.35 83.00 ± 5.95 92.21± 2.54 1.21 ± 0.09 91.02± 3.28
3
IncSVM 60.75 ± 7.39 99.15 ± 1.39 74.93 ± 5.62 0.61 ± 0.08 77.45 ± 4.63
IncLPSVM 0.00 ± 0.00 100.00 ± 0.00 NaN 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00
DCIL-IncLPSVM 100.00 ± 0.00 81.75 ± 5.87 91.70± 2.47 1.23± 0.09 90.36± 3.26
4
IncSVM 11.30 ± 8.98 100.00 ± 0.00 NaN 0.11 ± 0.09 28.58 ± 17.87
IncLPSVM 0.00 ± 0.00 100.00 ± 0.00 NaN 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00
DCIL-IncLPSVM 100.00 ± 0.00 83.00 ± 5.37 92.22± 2.27 1.21± 0.08 91.06± 2.96
Abalone
1
IncSVM 97.05 ± 5.50 83.15 ± 6.88 90.76± 4.37 1.17± 0.11 89.73± 4.75
IncLPSVM 98.50 ± 2.86 80.85 ± 7.42 90.60 ± 3.44 1.23 ± 0.13 89.14 ± 4.36
DCIL-IncLPSVM 98.50 ± 2.86 80.85 ± 7.42 90.60 ± 3.44 1.23 ± 0.13 89.14 ± 4.36
2
IncSVM 94.65 ± 5.49 94.60 ± 3.48 94.57± 3.39 1.00± 0.07 94.57± 3.27
IncLPSVM 75.20 ± 10.76 98.45 ± 2.08 84.68 ± 7.30 0.76 ± 0.11 85.82 ± 6.38
DCIL-IncLPSVM 99.50 ± 1.13 81.50 ± 5.93 91.35 ± 2.54 1.23 ± 0.09 89.99 ± 3.34
3
IncSVM 0.00 ± 0.00 100.00 ± 0.00 NaN 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00
IncLPSVM 0.00 ± 0.00 100.00 ± 0.00 NaN 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00
DCIL-IncLPSVM 99.55 ± 0.97 83.30 ± 6.32 92.14± 2.67 1.20± 0.10 90.99± 3.48
4
IncSVM 0.00 ± 0.00 100.00 ± 0.00 NaN 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00
IncLPSVM 0.00 ± 0.00 100.00 ± 0.00 NaN 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00
DCIL-IncLPSVM 99.10 ± 1.66 82.95 ± 6.34 91.77± 2.83 1.20± 0.09 90.60± 3.57
On Breast-Wisconsin dataset, the proposed DCIL-IncLPSVM outperforms batch
SVM and LPSVM in the presence of class imbalance. Two classes of training set
is balanced in experiment 1. In this case the training results from LPSVM and
the proposed DCIL-IncLPSVM are exactly the same since σ− = σ+ = 1. For class
balanced Breast-Wisconsin data, three algorithms achieve similar accuracy for the
negative class, but SVM outperforms slightly for the positive class which leads to
better performance in terms of F-measure, RS and G-mean. From experiment 1 in
Table 5.3, we can also indicate that negative class in Breast-Wisconsin set is easier
to be identified by nature, this may be caused by the data distribution imbalance
in the feature space. Taking experiments 2, 3 and 4 into account, we can see that,
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when the imbalance ratio increases from 1 to 20, the sensitivity drops significantly for
both SVM and LPSVM but keeps stable for DCIL-IncLPSVM. Meanwhile the three
algorithms obtain comparative specificity. As a result, DCIL-IncLPSVM achieves
highest F-measure and G-mean as well as the RS nearest to 1. These phenomena
indicate that both SVM and LPSVM are losing classification capability on the mino-
rity class when the level of class imbalance is increased. In comparison, the proposed
DCIL-IncLPSVM performs stable under varied degrees of class imbalance.
On dataset Car and Abalone, we can see from experiment 1 where the class
distribution is balanced that there is a data distribution imbalance effect leading
to higher accuracy for positive class. When the class imbalance arising, the effect
of class imbalance emerges in the opposite direction drawing the discriminate plane
bias to the minority (i.e., positive) class. At certain degree of class imbalance, the
interaction of these two opposite effects results in even better performance compare
with class balanced circumstances, as evidenced by SVM in experiment 2 on Abalone
dataset. Despite being surpassed occasionally, the proposed algorithm maintains
stable performance in face of various class imbalance even at the level that peer
algorithms completely lost classification capability (e.g., experiment 3 on Car data,
experiment 3 and 4 on Abalone data).
5.5 Dynamic Class imbalance Robustness Tests
on Face Membership Authentication
To evaluate the algorithm robustness to dynamic class imbalance, we study the
face membership authentication (FMA) problem (Pang et al., 2003). The member-
ship authentication problem is to distinguish the membership class from the non-
membership class based on the personal facial images stored in a database. The
FMA problem presents here a comprehensive dynamic class imbalance case, because
the membership group is generally much smaller than the nonmembership group,
and the size of membership is adjustable. We use dataset from (Kim, Kim & Lee,
2003) which includes images collected from 271 individuals (5 images for each). In
the experiment, 4 of 5 images for each person are utilized for training and one image
is left for testing. For online FMA, 9 subsets are presented incrementally to IncSVM,
IncLPSVM and the proposed DCIL-IncLPSVM algorithm respectively.
We first compare the performance of each classifier under the condition that the
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Figure 5.1: Robustness tests on online face membership authentication under the
condition that the whole dataset has diverse class imbalances
whole dataset has diverse class imbalances. In doing so, the membership group size
is set to range from 1 to 270 person with a step size of 5 person. This makes the
class imbalance ratio of the whole dataset increase first from 1/270 to 135/136 in
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Figure 5.2: Robustness tests on online face membership authentication under the
condition that the whole dataset is class balanced and subsets for stage incremental
learning is imbalanced.
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which the membership group is the minority class, and then decrease from 135/136
back to 1/270 where the non-membership group becomes the minority class. For
performance evaluation, we calculate the time course performance as the average of
10 learning stages and the final result as the last incremental stage performance.
The obtained results are shown in Figure 5.1a and Figure 5.1b respectively. As we
can see for both comparisons, three algorithms perform similarly if the membership
sizes are between 100 and 150, and the whole dataset is almost class balanced (i.e.,
the ratio is close to 1). When the data has noticeable class imbalance, the proposed
DCIL-IncLPSVM significantly outperforms other two incremental SVMs. In the case
of extreme class imbalance when membership size is below 30 or over 240 (i.e., the
ratio is close to 1/270=0.003), IncLPSVM G-mean drops down to under 0.5, but the
proposed DCIL-IncLPSVM maintains its superiority to IncSVM with its G-mean
growing to above 0.8.
The second robustness test is under the condition that the whole dataset is class
balanced, and the subsets at different stages of incremental learning are imbalanced.
We are particularly interested in assessing the algorithms’ responses to varied class
imbalance caused by data additions. In the experiment, we use the overall balanced
dataset with 135 members and 136 nonmembers. For online FMA, we change the
level of class imbalance according to schemes ‘consistent decrease’, ‘random variation’
and ‘increase then decrease’ respectively. Figure 5.2 gives the experimental results,
where left figures plot the real time variation of class imbalance, and right ones
summarize the obtained G-means. As we can see, for all three experiments, the
performance of the proposed DCIL-IncLPSVM increases consistently through the
whole learning lifetime despite of the diverse class imbalance variations. However,
for the IncSVM and IncLPSVM, the rising of class imbalance has caused apparent
performance degradation. As seen from stages 1 to 3 and 5 to 7 in Figure 5.2b
and stages 1 to 5 in Figure 5.2c, the performance of both IncSVM and IncLPSVM
drops significantly. However, at the final stage when the class distribution is back
to balance, three algorithms give very similar performance. This indicates that
for online incremental learning, the effect of class imbalance may overwhelm the
contribution of newly added data.
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5.6 Class Imbalance on Multi-class Face Recogni-
tion
To evaluate the performance of the proposed DCIL-IncLPSVM on multi-class classi-
fication, we study the face recognition (FR) task using the facial dataset introduced
in last section. Face recognition is a multi-class classification problem in which each
person represents one class, and the objective is to correctly classify unlabeled facial
images. In the experiment, we use 4 of 5 images for each person for training and the
remaining one image for testing.
As indicated before, traditional multi-class IncLPSVM is a combination of k(k−1)
binary IncLPSVMs, in which class imbalance is incurred for each individual binary
IncLPSVM training. The overall accuracy of multi-class classification thus is affec-
ted by the performance of each binary IncLPSVM. The proposed DCIL-IncLPSVM
for multi-class classification suppresses such impacts by performing real-time DCIL
for each binary IncLPSVM. Compared to the traditional IncLPSVM, we can safely
assume that with more classes to be classified, the proposed algorithm will achieve
bigger improvement.
To testify this assumption, we compare two multi-class classifiers for online face
recognition with different number of classes. In doing so, we set the online FR
system working on 10 to 270 random selected person with 5 person as the interval.
Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 shows the average accuracy of both algorithms by the
end of each learning stage. These results are summarized as final and time course
average accuracy in Figure 5.5. As we can see, All accuracies decrease with the
increase of the class number, which indicates that larger number of classes increases
the classification difficulty for both algorithms.
The superiority of the proposed DCIL-IncLPSVM in terms of its final accuracy
emerges when the class number is around 30, and it grows steadily with the increase
of the class number. When the number of classes rises to 270, such superiority rises
to 3.5%. Although the superiority on time course average accuracy is not as much as
that on the final accuracy, it is apparent that the consistent increase trend is the same
for both evaluations. This indicates that the proposed DCIL-IncLPSVM performs
better online face recognition that involves more than 30 person, and consistantly
outperform traditional IncLPSVM throughout the whole incremental learning pro-
cess. Figure 5.6 gives an example of online face recognition for 50 persons, where the
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Figure 5.3: Multi-class classification tests on online face recognition in different num-
ber of classes - learning stages A.
overall accuracy of IncLPSVM and DCIL-IncLPSVM are plotted at 10 incremental
stages.
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Figure 5.4: Multi-class classification tests on online face recognition in different num-
ber of classes - learning stages B.
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Figure 5.5: Multi-class classification tests on online face recognition in different num-
ber of classes - summary.
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Figure 5.6: Multi-class classification tests on online face recognition in 50 classes.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
Aimed at solving the class imbalance problem of LPSVM data stream learning, we
successfully developed in this paper a DCIL solution that enables learning incremen-
tally LPSVM and its weights in real time according to the class imbalance ratio of
the training data. Our analysis guarantees that the updated LPSVM obtained from
proposed DCIL-IncLPSVM (i.e., the model after incremental learning on newly ad-
ded/retired data) is equivalent to a batch LPSVM model over the updated dataset
(i.e., the dataset after data addition/retirement).
For LPSVM batch learning, wLPSVM (G. M. Fung & Mangasarian, 2005) models
successfully the class imbalance trade-off by a weighting matrix N . For online
learning in the difficulty of dynamic class imbalance, a straightforward solution is to
updateN and LPSVM for incremental learning. However it is problematic to update
N , because it involves the updating of two matrix multiplications. For the DCIL
of LPSVM, we derive, without loss of information, a new expression of wLPSVM.
In this expression, matrix multiplication ETNE is replaced with σ+M+ + σ−M−
and ETDNe with σ+v+ − σ−v−. As a result, the weighting matrix N ∈ R
n×n is
transformed to two R1 coefficients σ+ and σ−, which can be easily updated upon any
data addition/retirement. For both static and dynamic class imbalance learning,
the developed DCIL-IncLPSVM demonstrated high robustness that we expect in
practice.
For class imbalance learning, wLPSVMmeasures the bias of class distribution just
by the number of samples, but does not consider the state of sample distribution.
However it is noticed that for LPSVM or SVM training, even if the number of samples
is even for both classes, bias on decision boundary may still happen due to biased
46
data scattering. Hence, taking sample distribution into account to weight LPSVM
is an interesting direction for our future research.
Chapter 7
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